
KUB fc



KUB fullcolor offers more than 16 million 
bright, pure colors in the familiar 
ultra-compact and concise KUB
device body



Maximum variety of lighting effects and broad 
control possibilities together with toy-sized 
housing with power supply onboard makes
KUB an easy and comfortable device to work 
with at any project stage: from concept
and light modelling to mounting and servicing 
lighting system on-site



The compact dimensions make it possible 
to place KUB fullcolor on columns, visors, 
in narrow inter-window spaces,
on decorative details



The perfect combination of optics
and multi-chip diodes enables any 
architectural lighting task. No light
burn, no edge effects, no artefacts
for luminaires with any optics



Color mixing takes place inside the device, 
creating a fundamentally new quality of light
in any shade, including pure white of any color 
temperature, from warm to cold



A unique adjustment system allows you
to quickly mount and adjust the luminaire
using a regular hexagon screwdriver



Advanced feedback control
via DMX+RDM protocol



Accessories
housing and accessories painting in any RAL color
IP68 connectors
cable lengths up to 3 meters
shield



ОСНОВНЫЕ ТЕХНИЧЕСКИЕ ХАРАКТЕРИСТИКИ

Light source

Light color

Optics

Luminous flux

Wattage

Voltage

Protection class

Operating temperature

Lifespan

Control

Dimensions

Weight

Mounting

Accessories

Customization

Osram (Germany), Seoul (Korea)

Full color (R+G+B+W65)

15°, 30°, 60°, 125°, 15x60°

500 lm

14 W

24 V DC, 230 V AC

IP66

-40°С ... +45°С

not less than 50000 hours

DMX/RDM

104х170x116 mm (with bracket)

1,3 kg

on an adjustable bracket

shield

diffuser glass, internal honeycomb lattice, 
control/power cables of any length up to 3 m, housing 
and accessories painting in any RAL color, production 
of customized accessories, IP68 connectors



DIMENSIONAL DRAWING



15°, 30° 60°, 125° 15х60°, 15°, 60° 30°, 60°, 125°

30°, 15х60° 125° 60°, 125° 30°, 60°

APPLICATION EXAMPLE

Compact accent projector

high small architectural 
elements (pilasters,
columns)

small architectural
elements (relief,
mascaron)

space between
windows, 1-2 floors
high

landscape lighting
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